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We are a 
vibrant
science and 
technology
company

Watch our movie



heart
Science
is at the

of everything we do

From advancing genome editing technologies
and discovering unique ways to treat the
most challenging diseases to enabling the
intelligence of devices – Merck is everywhere.



Over 350 Years of cuRiositY
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Friedrich Jacob 
Merck lays the 
foundation
for our company

Start of liquid
crystal research

Immunology
research starts
with a focus on
cancer therapy

Entry into 
targeted 
cancer 
therapies

Acquisition
of Millipore

Regulatory 
approvals for
drugs in the 
areas of cancer 
and chronic 
progressive 
diseases of the 
immune 
system

Emanuel Merck 
begins 

production on 
an industrial 

scale

Launch of the
Super-Q® water 

purification 
system

Diabetes
becomes

a therapeutic 
area

Acquisition
of Serono

Acquisition of 
Sigma-Aldrich

350th

anniversary
Opening of the new

Innovation 
Center

in Darmstadt



56,000*
Employees worldwide
*Including Versum employees

2.2
R&D (€ billion)

66
Countries

14.8 
Sales (€ billion)

Founded

1668

Key
figures



Human
progress

Curious minds dedicated to

Our global network of scientists, 

experts and thought leaders is 

driven by the passion to explore 

and the prospect of making a 

meaningful difference in the 

world.



every
step

We are here for people at

helping to create, improve and prolong life. 

We deliver personalized treatments for 

serious diseases and enable people to 

achieve their dream of becoming parents.

Healthcare



Purpose

Impact

Value

We help to create, 
improve and prolong 

life

Babies born
Quality of life

Life years

Therapies x Price
Costs



Oncology &
Immuno-Oncology

Neurology & 
Immunology

Fertility

Patients
are the center of our
work

Healthcare

Our portfolio addresses 

therapeutic areas such as:



Genome 
Editing

Food and 
Beverage

Biologics

We help scientists to 

solve problems 
at every stage of their work.

Life Science

We offer solutions in fields 

such as:



Future 
Mobility

Creating a 

vibrant world
Smart 
Technologies

Performance 

Materials



A story of: going beyond what we can imagine today



HEALTHCARE

PERFORMANCE 

MATERIALS

NEW BUSINESSES

LIFE SCIENCES

M Ventures: a €300m investment fund covering all strategic areas of Merck

Uniquely positioned to invest at the convergence of Healthcare, Life 
Sciences technologies, new materials and digital technologies
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M Ventures portfolio

Pantheon 
Biosciences

€50m

€50m

€50m

€150M

Sentaur Bio
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How do we invest strategically?

M Ventures supports all equity-based transactions for all divisions 

Core Strategic Opportunities
Technologies and assets deemed highly strategic but too early for licensing

Blue Sky Projects
Hedging the future by making bets on novel, ground-breaking concepts

Spin-off Companies and strategic support
Spinning out Merck deprioritzed assets and thought leadership
on asset externalisation and equity financing

Identification and investment in novel business fields
Thought leadership on asset externalization and equity financing 

1

2

3

4
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M Ventures has created strategic value with a number of its investments....

(Delta)
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“Getting in early” is part of our strategy

M Ventures has strong expertise in starting companies  

Key statistics of Merck Ventures portfolio

▪ Total of 77 programs in MV portfolio

▪ Growth of 35% (23x) versus 2015

▪ 87% of all programs pre-IND

▪ 7 different therapeutic areas

▪ 5 companies succesfully sold

▪ 6 strategic deals with Merck

Data as of December 2017

Hit-to-Lead

64%

Preclinical/I

ND
23%

Phase I

1%

Phase II

8%

Phase III

3%

Market

1%





Our work……

M Ventures: providing a window on innovation

“M Ventures drives innovation and backs entrepreneurs through equity 
investments and hands on support in fields that could impact the 

vitality and sustainability of Merck’s current and future businesses”  

Outside – In

Venture investments in 
external innovation

Inside – Out

Creation of new businesses 
around Merck technologies
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Selected examples of strategic value....



DISCOVERING TOMORROW’S GREATEST IDEAS



Selecting the best 0.5%

Our investment process
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Sources for deal flow

Investor conferences, Advisory firms, Other Venture Capital firms, 
Academic Technology Transfer Offices, Websites

Due diligence activities

• Scientific/IP/financial diligence, Site visit, Internal/external KOL 
consults, Potential syndicate discussions

Portfolio company

• We actively manage investment: board seat/C-roles, Ongoing 
non-conf discussions with divisional R&D/BD 

Further exploration consists of

Literature research, Call/meeting with management, Non-conf. 
discussion with Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany

~2000
new investment proposals 

per year

~400
investment proposals 

further explored 

15-25
due diligence

8-12



Unique science  

Proprietary technology

Differentiation

Commercial relevance
Medical need

Risk

People

Pricing model

Focus on differentiation, need and people



Selling is good but keep it real
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“Lowering COGS of mAbs in the 

ONC field significantly”

“We see no side effects at all”

“This mechanism is unique, 

biologically”

“My professor has been working 

on this for 20 years”“We can significantly reduce the 

risks of drug development”

“We have a highly specific siRNA, 

just need to solve delivery”

“We‘re the only ones in the 

world, there is no competition”



According to a wise man:

‘Entrepreneurs are 
the real stars of the 
party, and Venture 
Capitalists are just
special guests….’




